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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine onsite inspection involved a review of operational safety
verification, monthly surveillance and maintenance observations, security
personnel training observations, and action on previous inspection findings.
Gi.* in tours were conducted on deep backshift. These tours were conducted
Februfry 18, March o and March 9, l'.'90.

Results:

Unit 1 operated at approximately 100 percent reactor power for most of the
reporting period. The unit was shutdown for scheduled refueling outage
number 10 on March 9. The outage is scheduled to continue until mid-May.
A non-cited violation was identified concerning a failure of the licensee to
follow approved written procedures which caused a subsequent misalignment of'

BTRS valves prior to operation of the system, paragraph 2.b.(1). During a
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tour immediately following the Unit 1 shutdown, the inspectors noted the
containment to be exceptionally clean with only a small number of leaking
valves, paragraph 2.b.(4).

.

Unit 2 operated at approximately 100 percent power throughout the reporting
period. A concern was identified involving a procedural misinter)retation
during the performance of CCW feed and bleed operations, paragrap1 2.b (2).
During this inspection licensee's actions relative to Generic letter 90-05,
and temporary non-code repair of code SW piping, were evaluated, paragraph 4.
No violations or deviations were identified on this unit.
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REPORT DETAILS
,

1. Licensee Employees Contacted

R. G. Berryhill, Systems Performance and Planning Manager
R. M. Coleman, Modification Manager
L. W. Enfinger Administrative Manager
S. Fulmer, Supervisor Safety Audit and Engineering Review
R. D. Hill, Assistant General Manag e - Plant Support
D. N. Morey, General Manager - Farley Nuclear Plant
C. D. Nesbitt, Technical Manager
J. K. Osterholtz, Operations Manager
L. M. Stinson, Assistant General Manager - Plant Operations
J. J. Thomas, Maintenance Manager
L. S. Williams Training Manager

Other licensee employees contacted included, technicians, operations
personnel, maintenance and I&C personnel, security force members, and
office personnel.

Acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this report are listed in the
,

last paragraph, *

Other Inspections:<

February 11-15. Report 50-348,364/91-201, MotorOperatedValve(MOV)
inspection performed by an NRR inspection team consisting of NRR and
Region 1, 11, 111 and IV personnel. The inspection was conducted in

; accordance with Temporary Instruction 2515/109.

2. Operational Safety Verification (71707, 81501, 86700 and 60705)
|
! a. Plant Tours

The inspectors conducted routine plant tours during this inspection
; period to verify that the licensee's requirements and commitments

were being implemented, lhese tours were performed to verify that:;

systems, valves, and breakers required for safe plant operations'

, were in-their correct position; fire protection equipment, spare
" equipment and materials were being maintained and stored properly;

plant operators were aware of the current plant status; plant
operations personnel were documenting the status of out-of-service

! equipment; there were no undocumented cases of unusual fluid leaks,
piping vibration, abnormal hanger or-seismic restraint movements;
all reviewed equipment requiring calibration was current; and in
general, housekeeping was satisfactory.
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Tours of the plant included review of site documentation and
interviews with plant personnel. The inspectors reviewed the
control room operators' 1096, tag out logs, chemistry and health
physics logs, and control boards and panels. During these tours the
inspectors noted that the operators appeared to be alert, aware of
changing plant conditions and manipulated plant controls properly.
The inspectors evaluated operations shift turnovers and attended
shift briefings. They observed that the briefings and turnover
provided sufficient detail for the next shif t crew and verified that
the staffing met the TS requirements.

Site security was evaluated by observing personnel in the protected
and vital areas to ensure that these persons had the proper
authorization to be in the respective areas. The inspectors also
verified that vital area portals were kept locked and alarmed. The
security personnel appeared to be alert and attentive to their
duties, and those officers performing personnel and vehicular
searches were thorough and systematic. Responses to security alarm
conditions appeared to be prompt and adequate.

Selected activities of the licensee's radiological protection
program were reviewed by the inspectcrs to verify conformance with
plant procedures and NRC regulatory requirements. The areas
reviewed included: operation and management of the plant's health
physics staff, ALARA implementation, radiation work permits for
compliance to plant procedures, personnel exposure records,
observation of work and personnel in radiation areas to verify
compliance to radiation protection procedures, and control of
radioactive materials,

b. Plant Events and Observations

(1) Boron Thermal Regeneration System (BTRS) Valve Misalignment -!

Unit 1

On February 26, 1991, Farley Unit 1 experienced an inadvertent
release of radiological gas and liquid from the BTRS. Samples

were collected from this relgase for noble gas and iodine. Thg
results were less than 5.7E' REM / Hour for noble gas and 1.7E'
REM /hr iodine. These are TS limits and pose no radiological
hazard to plant personnel or the public. While attempting to
place the BTRS system in operation following resin replacement
to the "D" BTRS domineralizer, licensee personnel inadvertently
lef t two valves, letdown chiller heat exchanger outlet valve,|

V7003B, and BTRS return isolation valve, V7053, out of position
(closed). This configuretion " dead-headed" the BTRS/ letdown
system, which, in turn, caused the "A" CVCS mixed bed
demineralizer outlet valve. V167A, diaphragm to rupture.

- - . . . -.
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The licensee promptly identified this abnormal condition in
incident report number 1-91-59. This report contained necessary
short term corrective actions and permanent actions which should
prevent similar occurrences. These actions included counseling
of the operator tasked wf a system valve alignment and v

appropriate procedural changes.

This is a licensee identified violation and is not cited
because the criteria specified in Section V.G.1 of the NRC'

Enforcement Policy was satisfied, NCV 50-348/91-04-01.

(2) CCW Feed and Bleed Operations - Unit 2

| On March 5, 1991, the inspectors observed operations personnel
performing feed and bleed operations on the CCW system. The
process was being performed in accordance with 2-50P-23.0, CCW
SystemOperations(Feed / Bleed),toadjustedsystemchemistry.
During the implementation of the SOP, it was noted that opera-
tions personnel became confused at step 4.7, which appeared to

,
require operation of temporary valves which had not been

' installed. Feed and bleed operations were discontinued until
'proper clarification could be obtained. Subsequently, the

inspectors were inforn.eo that SOP-23.0 was being revised to
include a note of clarification concerning the operation of
temporarily installed piping and componen+.s. The Operations
Manager informed the inspectors the CCW system did not require
the proposed temporary throttle valves.

(3) Security Training

i During the week of March 4, the inspectors observed classroom
and field training, and qualification for the site security
force. Additionally, they observed members of the force while
they were conducting weapon proficiency exams on the iiring
range. As a result the following were noted:

(a) Both field and classroom presentations were orderly, open
and thorough.-

(b) Upon arrival a't the firing range it was found to be citan
and neat. Also it was arranged with the necesseryi

| facilities needed for conducting a safe and efficient
; weapons test.
<

(c) The weapons proficiency exams were well supervised and
were conducted in a safe and professional manner. The
exams were administered in accordance with the controlling

i - procedures. Those members who were examined demonstrated a
high degree of enthusiasm about the' training program and,

great interest in doing their very best.
,
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(d) After the exams were completed, the rcnge and equipment
were returried to their properly stored condition.

(4) Scheduled Refueling Outage - Unit 1

On March 8 and 9, 1991, the plant reduced power and shutdown
;

to begin it's tenth scheduled refueling outage. Shortly after
the shutdown, the inspectors conducted a routine containment
building inspection to note any abnormal / adverse containment

i
conditions. The inspectors noted slight leakage from the
following valves, components and systems:

(a) Oil leakage in the area of the jib crane .

(b) Grease leakage from polar crane

(c) 011 spotting beneath five (5) pipe snubbers

(d) Boron collection in the containment coolers

(e) Oil leakage in the area of the "A" and "C" RCPs

(f) Boron deposits noted in places along RHR piping, flanges.

and valves and in the area of the PRT level transmitter
1

' In general, no abnormal or adversi conditions were visible .a
containment.

(5) Radiation Incident Report-(RIFi 91-000a Un1: 1

On January 25, 1991. Waste and Derontamine,+. ion (W&t )
personnel were performing decontamination act h nies in the
spent fuel pool transfer canal. Personnel working within the .

;

| canal area were wearing required respiratory equipment and
were adequately protected; however, personnel working above
the canal area on the main floor of the SFP-were not wearing,
nor were they required to wear, respiratory equipment. Due to
vacuum cleaner operations in the canal, low level contamination
was blown up out of the canal and into the main floor area. |

Due to this airborne problem, all personnel were removed from i

the area and were given nasal smears and whole body counted
(WBC). All personnel involved indicated no intake using standup ;

whole body counters and displayed less than 200 DPM on backup
nasal smears. The inspectors referred the followup on this RIR
to Region 11 personnel for further evaluation,

'
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(6) RadiationIncidentReport(RIR) 91-0010 - Unit 2

On February 8,1991, during radiography of turbine building
piping, health physics (HP) personnel stopped a mechanical
maintenance (MM) worker from entering the imediate area where
the radiography was scheduled to be performed. The larger,
posted and roped-off area was entered by the worker. The
radiography source was not exposed at the time of the entry.
The worker was counselled by HP and his dosimetry was removed
for the period of time up to and including the counseling
sessicn. The inspectors referred the followup on_this RIR to
Region 11 personnel for further evaluation.

Except as noted in paragraph ? b.(1), no violations or deviations were
identified.

3. Monthly Surveillance 0bservation (61726)

The inspectors witnessed maintenance surveillance test activities on
safety-related systems and components to verify that these activities
were performed in accordance with TS and licensee requirements. These
observations included witnessing selected portions of each surveillance,
review of the surveillance procedures to ensure that administrative controls
and tagging procedures were in force, determining that approval was obtained
prior to conducting the surveillance test, and that individuals
conducting the test were cualified in accordance with plant-approved
procedures. Other observations included ensuring test instrumentation
used was calibrated, data coliccted was within the specified requirements
of TS, any identified discrepancies were properly noted, and systems were
correctly returned to service.

The following activities were observed:

2-STP-80.1 Diesel Generator 2B Operability Test

0-STP-80.2 Diesel Generator 1C Operability Test

1/2-STP.1.0 Operations Daily & Shift Surveillance Requirement

2-STP-33.0B Solid State Protection System Train B Operability Test-

1-STP-80.16 Degraded Grid Voltage

| 1-FSP-18.3 Pre-action Sprinklers

No violations-or deviations were identified. The results of the
inspections in this area indicate that the program was effective with
respect to meeting the _ safety objectives.

. . _ . _
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4 MonthlyMaintenanceObservation(62703)

The inspectors reviewed maintenance activities to verify the following:
maintenance personnel were obtaining the appropriate tag out and
clearance approvals prior to commencing work activities; correct
documentation was available for all requeLted parts and material prior to
use; procedures were available and adequate for the work being conducted;
maintenance personnel perfonning work activities were qualified to

-

accomplish these tasks; activitics reviewed were not violating any
limiting conditions for operation during the specific evolution;
post-maintenance testing activities were completed; and that equipment
was properly returned to service af ter the completion of work activities.
Activities reviewed included:

MWR-236477 Repair of mixed bed outlet valve V167A.
r

MWR-233490 Repair of Unit 2 hotwell level controller V902.

MWR-227442 Repair of Unit 1 6B feedwater heater drain valve V779B.

MWR-234617 Repair of Unit 1 1A S/G atmospheric valve air operator.

PCN-2-7291 Ocsign change to allow non-code repair of ASME piping.

Using the guidance of Generic Letter 90-05, Guidance for Performing
| Temporary Non-Code Repair of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 Piping, a Unit 2

Train B. SW D/G building return piping through-wall leak was temporarily
repaired. This repair consisted of a sealed clamp which was applied over
the through-wall opening in the pipe. The leak was estimated to be
30-40 gpm.

The licensee plans to inspect the temporary repair-on a weekly basis
to ensure that the leakage does not re-occur. Permanent repairs are

| currently planned to be conducted during the next scheduled refueling
nutage for Unit 2. A relief request for authorizatior of this temporary
ion-code repair was submitted to NRR for review and evaluation on
March 6, 1991. The review is ongoing.

No violations or deviations were identified. The resul++ of the
inspections in this area indicate that the program was etrective with
respect to meeting the safety objectives.

5. Evaluation of Licensee Self-Assessment Capability - NORB Meeting (40500)

On March 4, the inspec+. ors attended the regularly scheduled quarterly
meeting of the Nuclear Operations Review Board.(NORB) which was held at
the plant site. The NORB provides an independent review and audit of
designated plant activities in the areas of plant operations,
engineering, nuclear safety, and quality assurance.
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At this meeting a TS quorum, consisting of the Vice President-Nuclear
(Chairman), six members, and two alternates, were present, items revier.ed
included:

SAER audit activities.-

,

1

Safety evaluations for proposed changes to procedures or equipment.-

Meeting minutes of the PORC (Plant Operations Review Committee).-

|

LERs.-

NRC audit findings.-

Prior to the meeting, each member was provided with an agenda of the,

items to be discussed. Each agenda contained detailed in'ormation on
every item. The members appeared to be well informed on the agenda
items and the meeting was conducted in a professional manner.

The NORB evaluation found no trends indicative of decreasing plant
safety. No additional reconinendations for improving weak areas were
discussed and no additional corrective actions for licensee identified
discrepancies were noted.

No violations or deviations were identif td.

6. ActiononPreviousInspectionFindingsand10CFRPart21ltems(93702'

and 92702)

(0 pen) P2191-03 (Both Units) Part 21 report from Rockbestos concernt ,,
| KS-500 silicone rubber activation energy values for Firewall GR silicone

rubber insulated cable and Firezone R special purpose cable. -The.

! inspectors reviewed licensee memorandum dated January 11, 1991 which
i requested the nuclear support section to. provide an evaluation of the-

acceptability of the Rockbestos KS-500 cable installed at Farley. This
item remains open.

(Closed)InspectorFollowupItem 364/89-14-03, Procedure 2-S0P-23.0 to be
revised to include the actual throttle position of the throttled valves in
the CCW system. The licensee is continuing to obtain the required
information necessary to update this procedure. This item is closed.

(Closed)InspectorFollowupItem 348/89-11-03, 364/89-11-03, licensee's
reevaluation of Information Notice 87-50 Hi-Lo Pressure Interface. The
licensee has found that this information notice is not applicable to

'i

Farley. This item is closed.

(Closed) Violation 348/89-26-01,_364/89-26-01, Licensee's failure to
test in -accordance with IST code; multiple examples. The licensee has-
revised FNP-1/2-STP-22.16 to provide acceptance criteria for high pump

i
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differential pressures. The motor driven auxiliary f eettwater pump
discharge check valves are being reverse flow tested on a quarterly basis
and in accordance with the IST plan. The licensee's IST procedure for
testing valves HV3235A and HV32350 has been revised to time stroke the
valves and the valves in question have been tested. This item is closed.

(Closed) Violation 348/89 26-02, 364/89-26 02, Licensea's failure to
test PORY per technical specifications. The licensee disegreed with J
this violation, however, based upon discussions with the NRC, the
surveillance test which strokes the PORVs has been revisod to include
functional testing of the automatic function contacts and ossociateo
wiring and circuitry. The PORV test has been satisfactorily performed
on both units. This item is closed.

7. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized during management
interviews throughout the report period, and on March 12, 1991, with the
plant manager and selected members of his staff. The inspection
findings were discussed in detail. The licensee acknowledged the
inspection findings and did not identify as proprietary any material

3reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection. '

Licensee was informed that the items discussed in paragraph 6 were
closed.

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION AND REFERENCE

348/91-04-01(NCV) BTRS Valve Misalignment

8. Acronyms and Abbreviations

AFW Auxiliary Feedvater-

A0P Abnonnel Operating Procedure-

AP Administrative Procedure- '

APC0 - Alabama Power Company
BTRS - Boron Thcrmal Regeneration System (CFR Code of Federal Regulations

1
-

CVCS - Chemical and Volume Control System
CCW Component Cooling Water-

D/G Emergency Diesel Generator-

DPM Disintegration Per Minute-

ECP Emergency Contingency Procedure-

EIP Emergency Plant Implementing Procedure-

EQ Environmental Qualifications-

ESF Engineered Safety Features-

EWR Engineering Work Request-

F Fahrenheit-

_ _ _ _ _ - ]
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Fire Surveillanct ProcedureFSP -

Gallons Per Minute |GPM -

Inservice laspection151 -

Inservice TestIST *-

Limiting Condition for OperationLCO -

Motor-0perated VeiveMOV -

MOVATS - Motor-Operated Valve Actuation Testing
Maintenance Work RequestMWR -

Nonconformance ReportNCR -

Nuclear Regulatory ConnissionNRC -

NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation :NRR -
'

Plant Change NoticePCN -

Plant Modifications DepartmentPMD -

PORV - Power Operated Relief Valve
.

'

Pressurizer Relief TankPRT -

RCP Radiation Control and Protection Procedure >-

Reactor Coolant SystemRCS -

RHR Residual Heat Removal-

Safety InjectionS1 -
.

SAER - Safety Audit and tngineering Review
SFP -- Spent Fuel Pool

Standard Operation Procedure50F -

SPDS - Safety Parameter Display System
SSPS - Solid State Protection System -

Surveillance Test ProcedureSTP -

Service WaterSW -

Technical SpecificationTS -

Technical Support CenterTSC -

WA . - Work Authorization
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